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GSDC OF SA INC SIEGERS AND SIEGERINS 
 

 Siegers Siegerins 

2000 
8th SBE 

*SAGENHAFT SHEER MAYHEM A Z 
S: * Iwan vom Lechtal (Imp Gmy) a Z 
D: *Sagenhaft Dream Lover A Z 

*CH VONPETA EVA A Z 
S: *Darkana Northern Lights A 
D: Ch Vonpeta A’Misty Z 
 
 

1999 
7th SBE 

*LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY A Z 
S: *Iwan vom Lechtal (Imp Gmy) a Z 
D: *Leitungen Marie A Z 

*LINDANVALE RITZI A Z (Imp UK) 
S: Eng Ch Lindanvale Vegas 
D: Lindanvale Stella 
 
 

1998 
6th SBE 

*RHOSYN ZAMBOOKA KING A Z 
S: *Bedwins Siegfreud A Z (Imp UK) 
D: *Ch Rhosyn Zany Lady A 

*CH BLITZENHUND SORBET CITY A Z 
S: *Ch Iniff Vagrant A Z CDX 
D: *Hagenstolz Futurist A Z 
 
 

1997 
5th SBE 

*ARKAHLA ASTRODOME A Z 
S: *Ch Dorsten Monte Cito A Z 
D: *Craisan Ischka A Z 

*CH CRAISAN MORTISHA A Z 
S: *Ch Dorsten Monte Cito A Z 
D: *Hagenstolz Ziggy’s Dust A 
 
 

1996 
4th SBE 

*RHOSYN SANDPIPER A Z 
S: *Karrievale Dieter A Z (Imp Gmy) 
D: *Ch Rhosyn Zany Lady A 

*CRAISAN MORTISHA A Z 
S: *Ch Dorsten Monte Cito A Z 
D: *Hagenstolz Ziggy’s Dust A 
 
 

1995 
3rd SBE 

*DARKANA NORTHERN LIGHTS A 
S: *Iso vom Friedenspark (Imp Gmy) a 
D: *Ch Darkana Kalani A 

*ALIMANDA TASTE O HONEY A 
S: *Ch Prima Zorba A 
D: *Alimanda Guess Who 
 
 

1994 
2nd SBE 

*CRUDGELLS JOJO A 
S: *Ch Breautrae Dachs A 
D: Klostersee Gitti A 

*CH RHOSYN ZANY LADY A 
S: *Karlrach Run About A 
D: *Rhosyn Moonlighting 
 
 

1992 
1st SBE 

*SCHONERLINDE GAMBLER A 
S: *Ch Prima Zorba A 
D: *Edlenblut Espe A 

*ZANDERSTEIN RONNIS AURA A 
S: *Ch Prima Zorba A 
D: *Stobar Ronni A 
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BABY PUPPY BITCH 
 
1ST  7 ROVENE LOVES DUENNA  19/5/00  5100015751  (*Mutz von 

Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Rovene Bazz Lover A Z)  Breeder: Williams 
LD  Exhibitor:  Van Eck A  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
2ND  4 BROOKSVALE ALWAYS ASPIRE  26/4/00  5100015654  (*Denargun 

Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Brooksvale Out N About A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Campbell S  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
3RD  6 REGALSHEP JUST WITCHERY  5/5/00  5100015469  (*Denargun 

Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Regalshep Destany A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Mayne D  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
4TH  1 LEBERHINE ISA  6/4/00  5100014922  (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a Z 

(Imp Gmy) x *Lindanvale Ritzi (Imp UK) A Z)  Breeder: Garvican H & C  
Exhibitor:  Sukke C  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
5TH  2 TREYSHUTZ RARING TO GO  14/4/00  5100015022  (*Mutz von 

Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Budarick R & M  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
6TH  8 RHOSYN PASSIN FANTASY  10/6/00  5100015976  (*Adrian zur 

Seehochte a Z  (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ginzano A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Collins SJ & C  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
7TH 9 VONDOUSSA CHARMED  11/6/00  5100015735  (*Mutz von 

Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Feldbach Devine Intalude A Z)  Breeder: 
Exh  Exhibitor:  Hueppauff A/Lloyd M  Grading:  Promising 

 
8TH  10 VONDOUSSA CONSTELLATION  11/6/00  5100015736  (*Mutz von 

Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Feldbach Devine Intalude A Z)  Breeder: 
Hueppauff A/Lloyd M  Exhibitor:  Cocks PJ & JM/Hueppauff A/Lloyd M  
Grading:  Promising 

 
9TH  5 BURSHUNE LUCILLE  2/05/00  5100015386  (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg 

a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Karlrach Essence O Life)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Burston 
A & L  Grading:  Promising 

 
SCR 3 NATCHEZ XMAS CRACKER  20/4/00  5100015098  (*Adrian zur 

Seehochte a Z  (Imp Gmy) x *Sagenhaft Leather N Lace A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Smith PL   
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BABY PUPPY DOG 
 
1ST 11 LEBERHINE IJAZ  6/4/00  5100014919  (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a Z 

(Imp Gmy) x *Lindanvale Ritzi (Imp UK) A Z)  Breeder: Garvican H & C  
Exhibitor:  Evans R  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
2ND  13 NATCHEZ XTERMINATOR  20/4/00  5100015093  (*Adrian zur 

Seehochte a Z  (Imp Gmy) x *Sagenhaft Leather N Lace A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Smith PL  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
3RD  12 LEBERHINE ILK  6/4/00  5100014920  (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a Z 

(Imp Gmy) x *Lindanvale Ritzi (Imp UK) A Z)  Breeder: Garvican H & C  
Exhibitor:  Metcalfe T  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
4TH  17 SIEGERHEIMS GO FORGOLD  10/6/00  Pending  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  

a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z)  Breeder: Flynn P & 
K  Exhibitor:  Hume L  Grading:  Very Promising 

 
5TH   15 REGALSHEP JUSTBUSTN LOOS  5/5/00  5100015470  (*Denargun 

Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Regalshep Destany A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Mayne D  Grading:  Promising 

 
6TH  16 ROVENE LOVES MUTZ  19/5/00  5100015747  (*Mutz von 

Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Rovene Bazz Lover A Z)  Breeder: Williams 
LD  Exhibitor:  Calabrese F  Grading:  Promising 

 
SCR 14 BRUANGIE QUASIMODO  23/4/00  5100015475  (*Denargun Browned 

Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Ishanti A Z)  Breeder: Corlett K & V  Exhibitor:  
Housefian M & A 

 
 
MINOR PUPPY BITCH 
 
1st  18 BRUANGIE PENNY ROYALE  21/1/00  5100014427  (*Denargun 

Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Corlett K & V 

 
8 months, above med size, med strong, bitch of vg prop. & type, well formed fem. head with 
good expression, level whither slight dip behind, otherwise firm back, croup well laid but 
slightly short.  Good fore & VG hind quarter angulations, good development of both fore & 
under chest.  Good sequence of steps both coming & going.  During movement displays vg 
drive & reach, back remains firm.  Grading: Very Promising 

 
SCR 19 ALDAHOVEN IORA KIA  8/2/00  5100013964  (*Denargun Browned 

Off A Z H.Neg x *AOC Rhosyn Sassy A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Rumble 
A 
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MINOR PUPPY DOG 
 
1ST 20 BRUANGIE PHONEX RISING  21/1/00  5100014423  (*Denargun 

Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Corlett K & V 

 
8 months, Well above medium sized medium strong masculine male of very good type in 
stance very well formed masculine head with good eye colour level wither straight back the 
croup is of good lay but could be longer good angulations of the fore and very good 
hindquarter angulations the pasterns could be better angled has good fore and under chest 
development for his age stands correct in front with slightly flat front feet good sequence of 
steps both coming and going during movement displayed very good drive and good reach 
where the back remained firm where the wither could be carried higher.  Grading: Very 
promising 

 
 
PUPPY BITCH 
 
1ST 26 ADELORA ROXY  18/12/99  2100082542  (*Leitungen Prince Rowdy A 

Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Neddermeyer 
H&J/Strachan L&J 

 
9 Months.  An above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch of very good proportions 
and type very good formation of the head ideally neck could be a fraction longer with good 
withers firm straight back the croup could be a fraction longer and better angled with good 
fore and very good hindquarter angulations with good fore and under chest development for 
her age stands correct in front steps correct coming and going during movement displays 
powerful drive good reach during which the back remains firm.  Grading: Very promising 

 
2ND 21 VONPETA QUINELLA  26/10/99  5100012651  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  a Z 

H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Damarell PN & Pike JE 

 
11 months.  Above medium sized medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type 
well formed femine expressive head good length of neck good withers firm straight back well 
laid but slightly short croup good fore and very good hindquarter angulations with good fore 
and very good under chest development for her age. Stands correct in front steps close 
going during movement shows very good drive and good reach with a tendency to hackney 
during which the back remained firm.  Grading: Very promising 

 
3RD 23 SHEPROSE IM INTRIGUING  1/11/99  5100012567  (*Ch Iwan v 

Lechtal  a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Darkana Elle McPherson Z)  Breeder: Owen 
B  Exhibitor:  Hume L 

 
10½ months.  Above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch of good proportions and 
very good type well formed feminine head where the right ear tilts slightly in ideally would 
like to see a longer length of neck level withers firm back with a slight peak slightly short 
slightly steep croup good angulations of the fore and very good hindquarter angulations with 
good fore and under chest development stands correct in front close going during movement 
displays very good drive and good reach during which the back remains firm.  Grading: 
Very promising 
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4TH  24 RHOSYN ONYX BLOOM  27/11/99  5100012843  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Sizzler A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Collins SJ & C 

 
10 months.  Well above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch good proportions and 
very good type strong feminine head slightly large ears good length of neck good withers 
firm straight back the croup should be longer and better angled good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulations she has good fore and slightly short under chest development for 
her age stands correct in front steps correct coming and going during movement displays 
good reach and drive during which the back remains firm.  Grading: Very promising 

 
SCR 22 SHEPROSE IMA SENSATION  1/11/99  5100012566  (*Ch Iwan v 

Lechtal  a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Darkana Elle McPherson Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Owen B 

 
SCR 25 ADELORA REMY  18/12/99  2100082541  (*Leitungen Prince Rowdy A 

Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Neddermeyer 
H&J/Strachan L&J 

 
 
PUPPY DOG 
 
1st 27 VONPETA QUESTOR  26/10/99  5100012653  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  a Z 

H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Damarell PN & Pike JE 
 
11 months.  Large medium strong substantial male of good type and proportions well formed 
masculine head good dark eye dark mask level withers firm straight back the croup is of 
good length but slightly steep good fore and very good hindquarter angulations good fore 
and good under chest development stands correct in front steps close going during 
movement displays very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: 
Very promising 

 
2nd 28 RHOSYN OBIE KANOBI  27/11/99  5100012839  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  

a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Sizzler A Z)  Breeder: Collins SJ & C  
Exhibitor:  Whelan P 

 
10 months.  Large medium strong masculine substantial male of good proportions and type 
has a strong head where the eye could be darker a slightly roman nose good withers straight 
back the croup should be longer and better angled good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulations good fore and under chest development overall should be presented in a firmer 
and drier condition stands correct in front steps coming and going during movement displays 
very good drive and good reach where the back should remain firmer.  Grading: Very 
promising 
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3rd 29 ROVENE GAMBLERS CASH  14/12/99  5100013495  (*Ch Schonerlinde 
Gambler A Z H.Neg x *Darkana Claudia Schiffa A Z)  Breeder: Williams LD  
Exhibitor:  Hicks M 

 
9 months.  Just above medium sized medium strong male of good proportions and type 
good masculine head where the eye should be darker high withers firm straight back the 
croup is well laid but could be longer good fore and hindquarter angulations with good fore 
and short under chest development ideally this dog could be longer in body stands correct in 
front steps correct coming and going during movement displays good reach and drive where 
the back remains firm.  Grading: Promising 

 
 
JUNIOR BITCH 
 
1st 35 SAGENHAFT WAR CRY  21/9/99  5100012502  (*Denargun Browned 

Off A Z H.Neg x Sagenhaft S Brindabella A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Tester JA & CA 

 
12 months.  An above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch of very good type and 
proportions pleasing well formed feminine head with a good dark eye good length of neck 
high withers firm straight back the croup could be a fraction longer and better angled well 
angled but slightly short upper arm and very good hindquarter angulations good fore and 
very good under chest development stands correct in front presented in an overall very good 
condition steps correct coming and going the elbows could be tighter during movement 
displays very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: Very 
Good 

 
2nd 32 ROVENE FRANCINA A Z  4/6/99  5100011265  (*Ch Schonerlinde 

Gambler A Z H.Neg x *Darkana Claudia Schiffa A Z)  Breeder: Williams LD  
Exhibitor:  Calabrese F 

 
15½ months.  An above medium sized medium strong bitch of good proportions and very 
good type has a good head where the planes could be more balanced and the underjaw 
stronger high withers firm straight back the croup is well laid but slightly short well angled 
but short upper arm slightly steep shoulder blade with very good hindquarter angulations 
with good fore and under chest development stands correct in front slightly spread front feet 
steps correct coming and going the elbows should be tighter during movement displays very 
good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 

 
3rd 30 ALIMANDA QUEEN O HEARTS A Z  29/4/99  5100010547  (*Ch Iwan 

v Lechtal  a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Alimanda Taste O Honey A)  Breeder: 
Exh  Exhibitor:  Butterfield ED & J 

 
17 months.  Above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch good proportions very 
good type well formed femine head where the eye could be darker good withers firm 
straight back well laid but slightly short croup well laid but short upper arm slightly steep 
shoulder blades with very good hindquarter angulations good breadth of thigh good fore and 
very good under chest development stands correct in front should be presented in better 
coat condition steps close going hocks and elbows should be firmer during movement 
displays good reach and drive where the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 
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4th  31 HAGENSTOLZ YOUR A ZIGGY A Z  26/5/99  3100042967  
(*Hagenstolz New Horizon A Z H. Neg x *Hagenstolz Diamond A Z)  Breeder: 
Pettenhoffer A/Taylor A  Exhibitor:  De Lucia, J & J 

 
15 months.  An above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch slightly stretched 
proportions of good type good formation of the head where the eye should be darker level 
withers firm straight back croup should be longer and better angled well laid but short upper 
arm very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development 
stands correct in front steps close going correct coming where the elbows should be firmer 
during movement displays very good drive and good reach where the wither could be carried 
higher and the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 

 
5TH 34 SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE  21/9/99  5100012087  (*Leitungen Prince 

Rowdy A Z H.Neg x Darkana Tiffany A Z CDX)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Owen B 

 
12 months.  Medium sized medium strong bitch with good proportions and type good 
feminine head where the eyes should be darker good withers firm straight back the croup is 
of good lay but slightly short well laid but short upper arm very good hindquarter 
angulations ideally the gold colouring should be darker has good fore and under chest 
development steps cow hocked behind correct coming during movement displays very good 
drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: Good 

 
6TH 33 RHOSYN MOESHA  18/6/99  5100011192  (*Hammer vd Waterkant a Z 

(Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Dream Tyme A Z)  Breeder: Collins SJ & C  Exhibitor:  
Halling DC 

 
15 months.  An above medium sized strong substantial bitch of good type good head where 
the eye should be darker and the right ear firmer level withers firm back with a slight peak 
croup is slightly short and slightly steep well angled but short upper arm with pronounced 
hindquarter angulations still needs more for chest development very good under chest 
development stands slightly east west at front steps close going both hocks and elbows 
should be firmer during movement displays good reach and drive where the back remains 
firm and the wither should be carried higher.  Grading: Good 

 
 

JUNIOR DOG 
 
1ST 38 CRAISAN THUMPA  12/9/99  5100012295  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  a Z 

H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Craisan Petra A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Haysman 
R & J 

 
12 months.  Above medium sized medium strong masculine expressive male with good 
proportions and very good type strong well formed masculine head good dark eye good 
length of neck high withers firm straight back croup is well laid slightly short well laid but 
slightly short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under 
chest development stands correct in front presented overall in very good condition steps 
close going elbows should be tighter during movement displays powerful drive good reach 
during which the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 
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2ND 39 SAGENHAFT WAR PAINT  21/9/99  5100012501  (*Denargun Browned 
Off A Z H.Neg x Sagenhaft S Brindabella A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Tester JA & CA 

 
12 months.  An above medium sized medium strong masculine male of good proportions and 
very good type well formed strong masculine head with good dark mask and dark eyes high 
withers firm straight back the croup should be longer and better angled well laid but short 
upper arm slightly steep shoulder blade very good hindquarter angulations good fore and 
very good under chest development stands correct in front presented in very good condition 
close going elbows should be tighter during movement displays powerful drive good reach 
where the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 

 
3RD 36 ROVENE PHELAN A Z  4/6/99  5100011264  (*Ch Schonerlinde 

Gambler A Z H.Neg x *Darkana Claudia Schiffa A Z)  Breeder: Williams LD  
Exhibitor:  Van Eck A/Williams LD 

 
15 months.  Large medium strong substantial male with good proportions and type good 
formation of the head where the eye should be darker good length of neck high withers firm 
straight back with a well laid slightly short slightly steep croup well laid but short upper arm 
with very good hindquarter angulations with good fore and under chest development stands 
correct in front steps correct coming and going elbows should be tighter during movement 
displays powerful drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: Good 

 
SCR 37 NATCHEZ VAMPIRE SLAYER  25/8/99  5100011974  (*Leitungen 

Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Arkahla Dressed to Kill A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Smith PL 

 
 
INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
 
1st 40 *ADELORA NIKKITTA A Z  6/11/98  2100050006  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  

a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z)  Breeder: Neddermeyer 
H&J/Strachan L&J  Exhibitor:  Lines T&D/Neddermeyer H&J/Strachan L&J 

 
22 Months.  Above medium sized strong substantial expressive bitch of very good type and 
proportions very well formed strong feminine head good eye colour level withers firm 
straight back croup is well laid but slightly short well laid but slightly short upper arm very 
good hindquarter angulations very good fore and under chest development stands correct in 
front overall presented in very good condition steps close going correct coming elbows 
should be tighter during movement displays very good drive good reach during which the 
back remains firm ideally the wither could be carried a fraction higher.  Grading: Very 
Good 
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2nd 43 SIEGERHEIMS ELKE A Z  27/1/99  5100009372  (*Ch Hasenway Wild 
Knight A Z H.Neg x *Karlrach Standin Ovation A Z)  Breeder: Flynn P & K  
Exhibitor:  Hume L/Flynn P & K 

 
20 months.  Above medium sized medium strong bitch of good substance and very good 
type well formed feminine head with good eye colour high withers firm straight back croup is 
of good lay but slightly short well laid but slightly short upper arm slightly steep shoulder 
blade very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development 
stands correct in front steps correct coming and going elbows could remain tighter during 
movement displays powerful drive and good reach where the back remains firm  ideally this 
bitch should be blacker in colour.  Grading: Very Good 
 

3rd 42 RHOSYN JOSY A Z  12/1/99  5100008857  (*Hammer vd Waterkant a Z 
(Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Sizzler A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Collins SJ & C 

 
20 months.   Just above medium sized medium strong of good proportions very good type 
good feminine head eyes could be darker the underjaw could be stronger slightly short 
slightly steep croup good length and lay of the upper arm steep shoulder blade very good 
hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest development stands correct in front steps 
close going during movement displays very good drive and good reach where the back 
remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 
 

4TH 45 RHOSYN KISS N TELL A Z  14/3/99  5100009941  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z)  Breeder: Collins SJ & C  
Exhibitor:  Budarick R & M 

 
18 months.  Medium sized medium strong feminine bitch of good proportions and very good 
type well formed feminine head level withers firm straight back the croup could be longer 
and better angled a well laid but short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations has 
good fore and very good under chest development for her age stands correct in front steps 
close going elbows could remain firmer during movement displays very good drive and good 
reach where the withers should be carried higher.  Grading: Very Good 

 
5th 46 RHOSYN KOFFEE A Z  14/3/99  5100009942  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  a Z 

H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z)  Breeder: Collins SJ & C  Exhibitor:  
Halling DC 

 
19 months.  Well above medium sized medium strong substantial bitch of good type and 
proportions strong feminine head where the eyes should be darker level withers firm straight 
back the croup should be longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm with very 
good hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest development stands correct in front 
steps close going elbows are loose during movement displays very good drive and good 
reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 
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6th 41 LAUENBURG MEIKE A Z  9/1/99  4100034318  (*Flicona Jackson A Z x 
*Astasia Wendy A Z)  Breeder: Lau W  Exhibitor:  Halling DC 

 
21 months.  Well above medium sized medium strong feminine bitch of good type and 
proportions strong feminine head where the ears could be carried higher good withers firm 
straight back the croup could be longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm 
slightly steep shoulder blade good hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest 
development stands correct in front steps close going elbows should be tighter during 
movement displays good reach and drive during which the back remains firm.  Grading: 
Very Good 

 
W/D 44 ASTASIA ZOLA A Z  1/3/99  4100035969  (*Astasia Kansas A Z x *Ch 

Astasia Lola A Z)  Breeder: Hersant B  Exhibitor:  Cooke IV & MA 
 

18 months.  Above medium sized strong feminine bitch of good type and proportions strong 
feminine head good withers firm straight back croup should be longer and better angled well 
laid but short upper arm slightly steep shoulder blade good hindquarter angulations good 
fore and slightly short under chest development stands correct in front steps coming and 
going the elbows should be tighter during movement displays very good drive and good 
reach where the back could remain firmer preferably her gold should be stronger.  Grading: 
Withdrawn no grading 

 
 
INTERMEDIATE DOG 
 
1st 47 *ADELORA MARCUS A Z  21/10/98  2100047897  (*Karlrach Rum Ball 

A Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Yana A Z)  Breeder: Neddermeyer H&J/Strachan 
L&J  Exhibitor:  Sims G 

 
22 months.   Well above medium sized medium strong masculine male of very good type 
and good proportions well formed strong masculine head where the eye could be darker 
high withers firm straight back the croup is well laid but slightly short well laid but slightly 
short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest development 
stands correct in front steps correct coming and going the elbows should be tighter during 
movement displays very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: 
Very Good 

 
2nd 49 GEWALT ROGUE WORRIER A Z H.Neg  23/12/98  7100003852  

(*Maltaknights Pius Ponte A Z H.Neg x *Karraine Secret Gift A Z)  Breeder: 
Exh  Exhibitor:  Crozier S & V 

 
21 months.  Well above medium sized strong masculine male of good proportions and very 
good type well formed masculine head where the eye could be a fraction darker good 
withers firm straight back the croup is well laid but short well laid but short upper arm 
slightly steep shoulder blade very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good 
under chest development stands correct in front steps correct coming and going elbows 
could remain tighter during movement displays very good drive and reach where the back 
remains firm ideally the bite should be more pronounced.  Grading: Very Good 
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3rd 50 RHOSYN KRISKROSS A Z  14/3/99  5100009936  (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal  
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Collins SJ & C 

 
20 months.  Well above medium sized medium strong masculine male of good proportions 
and very good type well formed masculine head good dark mask high withers firm straight 
back the croup is of good length but slightly steep well laid but short upper arm slightly 
steep shoulder blade very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under 
chest development stands correct in front steps close going elbows could be tighter during 
movement displays very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: 
Very Good 

 
4th 48 *RHOSYN ICE LORD A Z  25/10/98  5100007991  (*Pendragan Hot As 

Hell A Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Yuanita A Z)  Breeder: Collins SJ & C  Exhibitor:  
Pittelli S 

 
23 months.  Large strong masculine dog very good type and proportions strong masculine 
head where the eyes should be darker ideally should have a longer length of neck good 
withers firm straight back the croup is short and steep well laid but short upper arm steep 
shoulder blade good hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest development stands 
correct in front steps close going the elbows should be tighter during movement displays 
good drive and reach during which the back remains firm ideally I'd like to see better colour 
overall.  Grading: Very Good 

 
OPEN BITCH 
 
STATE SIEGERIN 
1ST EX 51 *CH VONPETA EVA A Z  27/4/95  S1512373  (*Darkana Northern 

Lights A H.Neg x Ch Vonpeta A'Misty Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Damarell 
PN & Pike JE 

 
5 years 5 months.  Well above medium sized mediums strong feminine bitch of very good 
type and proportions very good feminine head good eye colour high withers firm straight 
back croup could be longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm very good 
hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development for her age 
stands correct in front steps correct coming and going during movement displays powerful 
drive very good reach shows good desire to run.  Grading: Excellent 

 
2ND EX 54 *INDRA VOM RESTSTRAUCH (IMP GMY) a Z  22/11/96  SZ1985426  

(Natz vom Steigerhof x Romina vom Bad-Boll)  Breeder: Kollges G  Exhibitor:  
Garvican H & C 

 
3½ Years.  Large strong feminine bitch of very pleasing type and very good proportions very 
well formed strong feminine head with very good expression good dark eye good length of 
neck good withers firm straight back the croup could be longer and better angled well 
angled but short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations very good balanced of both 
the fore and under chest steps close going elbows should be tighter during movement 
displays very good drive and good reach during which the back remains firm overall the bitch 
should be presented in better coat condition.  Grading: Excellent 
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3RD EX 53 *ALDAHOVEN MAGENTA A Z  30/6/96  s1615129  (*Quarlos v 

Niewlandshof a Z (Imp NDL) x *Rhosyn Sassy A Z UD)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Rumble A 

 
3 years 3 months.  Well above medium size strong substantial slightly stretched bitch of very 
good type strong feminine head good dark eye good withers firm straight back croup is well 
laid but slightly short well laid short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations good fore 
and very good under chest development stands correct in front steps close going the elbows 
could be tighter during movement displays very good drive and good reach during which the 
back remains firm.  Grading: Excellent 

 
4TH EX 52 *REGALSHEP EMMYLOU A Z  4/11/95  S1562462  (*Rhosyn Sandpiper 

A Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Quasi A CD)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Mayne D 
 

4½ years.  Medium sized medium strong substantial bitch slightly stretched proportions very 
good type well formed feminine head good withers firm straight back croup could be a 
fraction longer and better angled well angled but short upper arm very good hindquarter 
angulations good fore and very good under chest development stands correct in front steps 
correct coming and going the elbows should be tighter during movement displays very good 
drive and good reach during which the back remains firm.  Grading: Excellent 

 
5TH EX 57 *SAGENHAFT LEATHER N LACE A Z  16/10/97  5100002794  

(*Tannenholz Zeus A Z H.Neg x Sagenhaft White Mischief)  Breeder: Tester 
JA & CA  Exhibitor:  Smith PL 

 
2 years 11 months...  Medium sized medium strong substantial feminine bitch of good 
proportions and type strong feminine head where the eye could be darker good withers firm 
straight back the croup is well laid but slightly short well angled but short upper arm very 
good hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest development stands correct in front 
steps wide going elbows should be tighter during movement displays very good drive and 
good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading:  Excellent 

 
6TH EX 58 *SIEGERHEIMS DISCO ROSIE A Z  23/12/97  5100003933  (*Ch 

Iwan v Lechtal  a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Karlrach Standin Ovation A Z)  
Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Flynn P & K 

 
2½ years.  Just above medium sized medium strong feminine bitch of very good type well 
formed feminine head high withers firm straight back the croup could be longer and better 
angled well angled but short upper arm steep shoulder blade very good hindquarter 
angulation with good fore and under chest development stands correct in front steps close 
going with good elbow connection during movement displays very good drive good reach 
with a tendency to hackney.  Grading: Excellent 

 
7TH EX 60 *LEPPSDORF JEWEL A Z  24/2/98  5100004698  (*Rhosyn Zambooka 

King A Z x *Leppsdorf Ellies Ethena A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Hume L 
 

2½ years.  Well above medium sized strong substantial bitch of slightly stretched 
proportions and good type good head with slightly light eye level withers firm straight back 
the croup could be longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm with very good 
hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development stands correct in 
front steps correct coming and going elbows are open during movement displays very good 
drive and good reach where the back could be firmer.  Grading: Excellent 
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8TH EX 64 *VONDOUSSA BOLD BITCH A Z  10/9/98  5100007471  (*Ch Iniff 

Duble Agent A Z H.Neg x *Delaforce Bel Espirit A Z ET)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Hueppauff A/Lloyd M 

 
2 years.  Well above medium sized strong medium strong feminine bitch of good type and 
proportions well formed feminine head where the eye could be darker good length of neck 
good withers firm straight back the croup could be longer and better angled well angled 
short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations has good fore and under chest 
development stands correct in front steps close going elbows should be tighter during 
movement displays very good drive and good reach where the back remains firm overall the 
gold should be stronger.  Grading: Excellent 

 
9TH EX 59 *DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN A Z  28/1/98  3100191283  

(*Denargun Fandango A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Tomfoolery A Z)  Breeder: 
Ballantyne KJ  Exhibitor:  Brabham JE 

 
2½ years.  An above medium sized strong substantial bitch of good type and proportions 
feminine head the eye could be darker level withers firm straight back the croup should be 
longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations 
good fore and under chest development stands correct in front steps close behind elbows 
are open during movement displays very good drive and good reach where the back could 
remain firmer.  Grading: Excellent 

 
1ST VG 63 *BRUANGIE LA LOLA A Z  4/7/98  5100007004  (*Ch Alk v Domenica 

a Z Sch HIII (Imp Gmy) x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z)  Breeder: Corlett K & 
V  Exhibitor:  Mayne B/Phillis J/Corlett K & V 

 
2 years 2 months.  Large medium strong feminine bitch of good type and proportions good 
feminine head the eye could be darker good withers firm straight back the croup could be 
longer and better angled well laid upper arm and slightly steep shoulder blade with very 
good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development stands 
correct in front correct sequence of steps both coming and going elbows could be tighter 
during movement displays good reach and drive with a slight rise over the back.  Grading: 
Very Good 

 
2ND VG 55 *SIEGERHEIMS CARMAN A Z  15/8/97  5100003013  (*Luck v Batu A 

Z (Imp Gmy) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  
Flynn P & K 

 
3 years 1 month. Over large strong feminine bitch of very good type well formed feminine 
head with good dark eye high withers firm straight back the croup should be longer and 
better angled well laid but short upper arm with very good hindquarter angulations good 
fore and very good under chest development stands correct in front steps close going elbows 
should be tighter during movement displays very good drive good reach where the back 
remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 
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3RD VG 62 *KARLRACH PAINT N PAPER A Z  3/6/98  2100032338  (*Hammer vd 
Waterkant a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Karlrach Curtain Call A Z)  Breeder: Morley M  
Exhibitor:  Burston A & L 

 
2 year 3 months.  Over large strong feminine bitch of very good type strong feminine head 
good eye colour good withers firm straight back the croup should be longer and better 
angled well angled but short upper arm very good hindquarter angulations with good 
breadth of thigh with good fore and very good under chest development stands correct in 
front steps close going elbows should be tighter during movement displays very good drive 
good reach where the back remains firm.  Grading: Very Good 

 
4TH VG 61 *SAGENHAFT SHEER CHARM A Z  15/5/98  5100006191  (*Ch Iwan v 

Lechtal  a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Sagenhaft Dream Lover A Z)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Tester JA & CA 

 
2 years 4 months.  Over large strong feminine bitch of very good type good proportions well 
formed strong feminine head good eye colour high withers firm straight back the croup 
should be longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm with slightly steep shoulder 
blade very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development 
stands correct in front steps correct coming and going the elbows should be tighter during 
movement displays powerful drive and good reach with a tendency to hackney.  Grading: 
Very Good 

 
SCR 56 *RHOSYN GINZANO A Z  5/9/97  5100002022  (*Karmay Vagabond A 

Z x *Rhosyn Yuanita A Z)  Breeder: Exh  Exhibitor:  Collins SJ & C 
 
 
OPEN DOG 
 
STATE SIEGER 
1ST EX 69 *SAGENHAFT SHEER MAYHEM A Z  15/5/98  5100006187  (*Ch Iwan 

v Lechtal  a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Sagenhaft Dream Lover A Z)  Breeder: 
Tester JA & CA  Exhibitor:  Sukke C 

 
Well above medium sized strong masculine male of very good type and proportion well 
formed strong masculine head good eye colour high withers firm straight back the croup is 
of good lay but slightly short well angled but slightly short upper arm very good hindquarter 
angulations has good fore and very good under chest development steps correct coming and 
going the elbows could be tighter during movement displays powerful drive and very good 
drive where the back remains firm.  Grading:  Excellent 

 
2ND EX  65 *HIBARRA SCANNER A Z H.Neg  4/2/94  V1411423  (*Ch Iniff 

Vagrant A Z H.Neg CD CDX x *Hibara Hyace A)  Breeder: Hiatt B  Exhibitor:  
Harris O 

 
6 years.  Well above medium sized medium strong masculine dog of very good type and 
good proportions well formed masculine head good dark eye good withers firm straight back 
croup is well laid but slightly short well angled but short upper arm with very good 
hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development for his age 
stands correct in front steps close going good elbow connection during movement displays 
powerful drive and good reach during which the back remains firm presented in very good 
condition for his age.  Grading: Excellent 
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3RD EX 66 *RHOSYN ZAMBOOKA KING A Z H.NEG  17/11/95  S1562043  

(*Bedwins Siegfreud A Z (Imp UK) x *Ch Rhosyn Zany Lady A)  Breeder: Exh  
Exhibitor:  Collins SJ & C 

 
5½ years.  Large strong masculine male of very good type and good proportions strong 
masculine head with good expression good length of neck high withers firm straight back the 
croup is well laid but slightly short well angled but slightly short upper arm with very good 
hindquarter angulations with very good fore and under chest development stands correct in 
front steps close going good elbow connection during movement displays very good drive 
and good reach where his back remains firm presented in very good condition.  Grading: 
Excellent 

 
4TH EX 67 *MANPRINCE QUICKAS AFLASH A Z H.Neg  20/10/97  3100012084  

(*Ch Hasenway Wild Knight A Z H.Neg x *Tobarenny Devil May Care A Z)  
Breeder: Manprince Kennels  Exhibitor:  John SA 

 
3 years.  Well above medium sized medium strong masculine male of good type and 
proportions well formed masculine head with a good dark eye good withers firm straight 
back the croup could be a fraction longer and better angled well angled but short upper arm 
good hindquarter angulations good fore and under chest development for his age stands 
correct in front good sequence of steps during movement displays very good drive and good 
reach during which the pasterns could remain firmer back remains firm.  Grading: 
Excellent 

 
5TH EX 68 *AMBALA RONALD BELFORD A Z H.Neg  13/11/97  2100019518  

(*Ambala Ricochet A Z x *Dorsten Merry Fox A)  Breeder: Stokes MM & FC  
Exhibitor:  Rumsey V 
 
Well above medium sized strong masculine male of good proportions and very good type 
well formed masculine head slightly roman nose good withers firm straight back croup 
should be longer and better angled well laid but short upper arm slightly steep shoulder 
blade very good hindquarter angulations good fore and very good under chest development 
stands correct in front steps close going during movement displays good drive and reach 
during where the back remains firm.  Grading: Excellent 
 

 


